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Muscle Activation Patterns for Reaching: The Representation of Distance and Time CHRISTOPHER
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CONCLUSIONS



1. The timing and intensity of phasicmuscleactivation were



relatedto the distanceof reachingmovementsof the human arm. We dissociatedphasic components of muscle activation from completemuscleactivation waveformsby subtractingwaveforms obtained during very slow movements. 2. We recordedelectromyographic(EMG) activity from elbow and/ or shouldermusclesasstandingsubjectsreachedforward and upward to targetsat four distances.Accuracy wasdeemphasized and no terminal correctionswere allowed. In the first part of the experiment subjectswereaskedto move at their preferredspeed. In the secondpart of the experiment they were askedto move usinga rangeof speeds. 3. In the first part of the experiment subjectsmoved fasterto more distant targetsbut they alsoincreasedmovement time asa nearly linear function of target distance.The slopeof this function wasvery similar acrosssubjects.The phasicEMG waveformsfor different distancesappearedto be similar in shapebut of variable duration. EMG time basewasquantified usinga correlation technique that identified the time basescalefactor that bestsuperimposeda given trace with a template. This technique revealedthat the slopeof the relation betweenEMG time baseand target distancewasnot the samefor all muscles. 4. In the secondpart of the experiment, wheresubjectsmoved to eachtarget at a rangeof specifiedspeeds,time basescalingwas againsignificantly different for different muscles.The scalingdifferedmostdramatically betweenanterior deltoid and medialhead of triceps. 5. EMG intensity wasmore strongly relatedto movementtime than to distance.We quantified the correspondenceof distance and movement time to phasic EMG intensity using a multiple regressionanalysisof all distancesand speeds,assuminga power relation. Distanceexponentswere positive and movement time exponentswerelarger and negative.This impliesthat movement time ismore important than distancein its relation to EMG intensity. INTRODUCTION



Reaching movements are produced by transforming parameters of the desired movement (e.g., direction, distance, and movement time) into appropriate patterns of activity in the muscles of the shoulder and elbow. Muscle activity must be appropriately graded for supporting the arm against gravity and for holding the elbow and shoulder joints in a desired configuration. This activity depends on the initial position, the final position, and the path between these extremes. Patterns of muscle activity, however, determine more than just quasi-static aspects of reaching. The timing and intensity of bursts of activity determine both the initial movement direction and the amount of time it takes to reach a target. The dependence of movement direction on patterns of 1546
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muscle activity is well established. For each of several arm muscles, Wadman et al. ( 1980) described a range of directions where the temporal profile of the electromyographic (EMG) waveform was characteristic of an agonist (burstpause-smaller burst) and a range of opposite directions where the same muscles demonstrated the waveform of an antagonist (i.e., a single burst timed to provide a braking force). On the basis of their study of the wrist, Hoffman and Strick ( 1986) have suggested that movements in intermediate directions might therefore be produced by an additive but scaled-down combination of these agonist and antagonist waveforms. However, for reaching movements of the arm, intermediate directions have recently been shown to be associated with waveforms that are slightly delayed in time from the timing of the earliest agonist waveform (Flanders 199 1) . Relations between the direction of movement and muscle activation patterns are not confined to effects on timing. Karst and Hasan ( 199 1a,b) have recently shown that both the onset time and the initial intensity of EMG activity in muscles of the shoulder and elbow are well related to the direction of a target from the line of the forearm ( see also Hasan and Karst 1989 ) . Other investigators have shown that muscle activation intensity is a function of the angle between the force direction and a “best” direction of a given muscle (Buchanan et al. 1986, 1989; Flanders 1993; Flanders and Soechting 1990). Muscle activation is less clearly related to movement parameters other than direction (i.e., distance and movement time). It is known, however, that for movements of a given distance, shorter movement times are realized by increasing the intensity of phasic muscle activation (Brown and Cooke 198 1; Corcos et al. 1989; Freund and Budingen 1978; Hoffman and Strick 1990; Karst and Hasan 1987; Lestienne 1979; Marsden et al. 1983; Mustard and Lee 1987; Schmidt et al. 1988). Most studies of this phenomenon employed experimental paradigms that minimized the effect of multijoint interaction forces and/ or forces related to holding the arm at specific postures against gravity. It is unclear, therefore, how well the principles derived from these studies apply to natural reaching movements that involve the interaction of several joints under the influence of gravity. We recently reported a study where we analytically dissociated a phasic EMG component from an EMG component related to the quasi-static postural forces needed to hold the unsupported arm at various locations in three-dimensional space (Flanders and Herrmann 1992). For movements of a single direction and distance but of various speeds, the intensity of the phasic component increased for shorter movement times, whereas the intensity of a more
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tonic waveform was constant across movement times; the EMG record was the sum of these two components. In the present study we used this knowledge to aid in the analysis of the changes in EMG waveforms observed when subjects reach to targets at various distances. We found that the intensity of the tonic waveform changed with distance, the time base of the phasic component scaled differently for different muscles, and the intensity of the phasic component was not strictly proportional to movement speed. METHODS



Experimental design Four adult subjects, from whom informed consent was obtained, were used in both parts of the experiment. Ages ranged from 24 to 48 yr. &bject A was a 6-ft O-in., 190-lb male; subject B was a 5-ft 2=in., 120.lb female; subject C was a 5-ft g-in., 130-lb female; and subject D was a 5-ft g-in., 155-lb male. Only movements of the right arm were studied. Subjects initially stood with the upper arm vertical and the forearm horizontal and within a sagittal plane. The wrist was held in a neutral position and a penshaped stylus was held in the right hand to allow the recording of hand position during subsequent movements. Four fishing sinkers (2 cm diam) hung from a dowel made up the target display. The overall height of this display was adjusted to the initial hand position of each subject. When subjects were in the initial position the individual targets of the display were located in 13.cm increments from the end of the hand-held stylus in a straight line that was 60” up from horizontal and parallel but slightly medial to the plane of the right arm. The four target distances will be referred to as Dl, D2, D3, and D4, corresponding to 13,26, 39, and 52 cm. The steep upward and forward location of the targets ensured adequate EMG signal-to-noise ratios for most of the muscles examined. Accuracy was not stressed in either part of the experiment. On presentation of a computer-generated tone subjects moved the end of the hand-held stylus directly from the initial position to one of the four targets. No correction of the endpoint was allowed. Subjects were required to maintain the initial posture of the wrist during the course of these movements but no other constraint on kinematics was presented. The initial position of the subjects and the arrangement of the target display was such that movements were made in a sagittal plane. The first part of the experiment was designed to examine the most natural strategy for reaching to targets at various distances. Subjects moved at a comfortable speed. Each subject moved in blocks of five consecutive trials to each of the four randomly ordered distances. This was repeated three times for a total of 60 trials. The second part of the experiment was designed to gain further information about the duration and intensity of muscle activation during reaches of varying distance and speed. For each of the four distances we coached subjects to move at five different and randomly ordered speeds. They moved 20 times in a row to each target, the random sequence through the four targets being repeated 3 times for a total of 240 trials. In both parts of the experiment subjects rested whenever they wished.



Data acquisition and processing Methods for recording hand position and surface EMG signals have been previously described (Flanders 199 1; Flanders and Herrmann 1992; Flanders and Soechting 1990). We recorded from the same nine shoulder and/or elbow muscles as in our previous studies, but here we report data from only six muscles: anterior deltoid and pectoralis (shoulder flexors), latissimus dorsi (shoulder extensor), biceps (shoulder and elbow flexor), long
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head of triceps ( shoulder and elbow extensor), and medial head of triceps (elbow extensor). The remaining muscles (posterior deltoid, medial deltoid, and brachioradialis) demonstrated little activity in all subjects. In addition, some muscles demonstrated low signal-to-noise ratios in only some subjects. In cases where the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the phasic activity recorded from a particular muscle were 
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